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Rediscover the pleasure of Bathing, again......

A warm welcome from Regal Care Bathrooms, where we believe everyone should be able to bathe in comfort and safety. As the 
market leader in the North West of England and North Wales in walk in baths and easy access showers, we take care of everything 
you need to enjoy a pleasurable bathing experience.

We achieve this by staying true to the principles on which our family-run British business was founded more than 15 years ago. These 
include offering customers our full support every step of the way and providing solutions that are tailor-made to meet your needs, using 
only the highest quality, most thoughtfully designed products, many of which are manufactured to exacting standards in Britain. In 
addition, we ensure a stress-free installation using our professional craftsmen and all our products are backed by our renowned 
guarantee of satisfaction. 

You don’t have to take our word for all this as we happy to share with you the many letters of thanks and gratitude that we regularly 
receive from our satisfied customer. What’s more, you’ll soon discover than in addition to providing so much pleasure and satisfaction, 
our highly desirable designs will add a truly luxurious touch to your bathroom.

This brochure will introduce you to our extensive range of assisted bathing products and demonstrate the support and service we offer 
all our of our customers. To find out more and discover how we can help you, please call our friendly team today.

We look forward to being of service to you.

Michael Porter
Director

Welcome
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The Complete Bathroom Solution
At Regal Care Bathrooms everything we do is carefully 

considered. From new designs and the latest materials to 
our stress-free installation and the highest levels of 
aftercare, we offer a complete package that makes 

bathing a pleasure for everyone. We’re well respected 
throughout the country mainly because of our honest 

approach towards assisting you in the selection of your 
new bathroom.

A shower, bath or complete bathroom installation from Regal 
Care Bathrooms offers many innovative features that are 
practical, aesthetically pleasing, and designed to meet your 
needs now and in the future. As proven by many thousands 
of customers across the country, our thoughtfully designed, 
luxurious bathrooms not only meet the bathing needs of the 
whole family but are also a fabulous addition to any home.
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Survey

Regal Care Bathrooms are able to offer a free of charge no 
obligation survey service to our clients adapted bathroom 

requirements.

Regal Care Bathrooms has a team of CRB checked 
experienced surveyors that have a sound understanding of a 

client’s needs and have access to thousands of product 
ranges, which enables us to promote fit for purpose products 

and deliver best value to our customers.

The Regal Care Bathrooms ethos is to ensure that the 
showering or bathing area is as large as practical, whilst 

maintaining easy access to the shower or bath and all other 
facilities within the bathing environment.

For more information on our adapted bathroom survey service 
or if you have a question about our range of specialist 

bathroom equipment, please contact us.
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Regal Care Bathrooms are able to offer drawings for every bathroom we design for our clients.

Our state of the art software systems are the best available, this ensures our recommendations are always the 
clearest and best that can be offered.

We are able to prepare drawings of the bathroom in 2D and 3D along with a proposed list of items required, 
together with our support, where required.

Our 3D images provide clients with a clear understanding of how their new bathroom will look after in the 
installation.

Design
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Our cleverly concealed, underfloor waterproofing
system complements the wet room design.

Completely sealed and watertight, it includes an
under-floor shower tray that collects and drains the
shower water and allows your floor to be tiled
however you want to give you a luxurious,
fully tiled bathroom.

Our system comes with a lifetime guarantee
against leaking to give you complete piece of mind.
When combined with any glass shower screen or
enclosure you can achieve a stunning wet room
that provides style and practicality for all of the
family.

Features:
Fully waterproof wet room with lifetime guarantee
Suitable for all floor types, upstairs or down
Modern safety showers available for the whole family
Freestanding slip-resistant seat for easy temporary use
Concealed high flow drain
Walk-in enclosures with the reassurance of safety glass

Walk In Showers
Wet Rooms
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When you need level access showering but don’t
want a wet room, the recess-fitted Shower Tray is

quick and easy to fit with minimum disruption.

When combined with a walk-in glass screen you 
can

enjoy both elegant style and ease of use, with the
added reassurance of a slip-resistant surface.

Features:
Walk-in toughened safety glass screen

Easy to use safety shower for a relaxing and
refreshing even temperature

Discreet comfort seat offering style and safety
Slip-resistant shower tray for a trip free entry

Chrome finished accessories
Stylish and easy clean

Suitable for all floor types, upstairs or down
Available with a full range of shower screens.

Walk In Showers
Low Profile Shower Trays
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Shower Seats
Wooden Slatted Fold Up Shower Seat Wooden Slatted Freestanding Shower stool

White Compact Fold Up Shower Seat Black Compact Fold Up Shower Seat
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Grab Rails
L Shaped Square Plate Grab Rail

Straight Square Plate Grab RailStraight Modern Grab Rail

L Shaped Rounded Plate Grab Rail
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The Aqua Walk In
The Aqua walk in is a conventional full-length bath, but with the advantage of the added walk-in facility.
The easy access door opens inwards in left or right hand options to ensure optimum use of
bathroom space.

Features
1500mm and 1700mm sizes available
Smooth easy clean surfaces
Extra deep bathing depth
Left or Right hand configuration
Anti-Slip finishes
Low entry step for easy entry or exit

Options
Colour
Air spa
Additional front panel
Additional end panel
3” Lever bath taps

Features

1500mm and 1700mm sizes available

Battery backup as standard

26 Stone (165kg) lifting capacity

Smooth easy clean surfaces

Extra deep bathing depth

Left or Right hand configuration


Options

Colour

Air spa

Additional front panel

Additional end panel

3” Lever bath taps

Walk In Baths

The Aqua Plus

The Aqua walk in series 2 is a conventional full-length bath, but with the advantage of the walk-in 
facility provided by a door, and a powered seat to assist in safe raising and lowering.

The easy access door opens in left or right hand options to ensure optimum use of bathroom space.
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The Aqua Professional Series 1 & 2

The Aqua Professional Series 1 bath comes complete with a built in seat lift, operated by a convenient hand 

control. It is the deepest bath of its kind and offers a range of options from a child care seat to a support strap 
and nursing arm for additional support. The Aqua Professional Series 2 power bath is available with power 

traverse to allow the user easy access in and out of the bath allowing them to retain their independence.


Walk In Baths

Features

1500mm and 1700mm sizes available


Battery backup as standard

24 Stone (150kg) lifting capacity


Smooth easy clean surfaces

Extra deep bathing depth


Left or Right hand configuration

Options

Hydrotherapy 6 jet whirlpool or jet spa


Child seat

Nursing arm


Transfer chair

Separate WRAS compliant shower


The Aqua Professional Series 3

The Aqua Professional Series 3 complete with leg lifter is unique amongst power baths. Usually the user 

or carer struggles to lift legs over the side of the bath during entry or exit. The leg lift eliminates this 
problem by gently raising the user’s legs on a moulded pad, offering full support. In addition, it offers 
safety by keeping the bathers legs clear of the bath at all times, whilst allowing easy access and exit. 


Features

1500mm and 1700mm sizes available


Battery backup as standard

24 Stone (150kg) lifting capacity


Smooth easy clean surfaces

Choice of folding armrests

Extra deep bathing depth


Options

Colour


Hydrotherapy 6 jet whirlpool

Child seat


Nursing arm

Transfer chair


Separate WRAS compliant shower
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Ennerdale

The Ennerdale walk-in bath is designed to fit in the space of a traditional bath but its generous 
depth allows for a more comfortable bathing experience. The integral seat also ensures a more 
upright position for the bather.


Walk In Baths

Coniston

The Coniston offers an easy-access, walk-in bathing solution. Its integral seat also ensures a 
comfortable upright position for the bather.


Technical Information:

Capacity: 350 Litres

Dimensions:

Length: 1200mm

Width: 710mm

Height: 1015mm


When should you consider this model:

When seated bathing is preferred for added comfort

When a conventional bath is being replaced

When a low-entry step is required for easy entry


Technical Information:

Capacity: 285 Litres

Dimensions:

Length: 1245mm

Width: 660mm

Height: 950mm


When should you consider this model:

When seated bathing is preferred to conventional bathing

When a low-entry step is required for easier entry and exit

When space is restricted, necessitating an inward-opening door
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Ullswater

The Ullswater is ideal for smaller bathrooms, the Ullwaster compact walk-in bath is designed to 
retain full bathing when space is at a premium. The Ullswater has a push-button door lock, 
inward opening door and is available with air spa.


Walk In Baths

Windermere

The Windermere, although half the size of a traditional bath, the Windermere still has a water level 
twice as deep, making the most smaller spaces. The Windermere has a secure side entry 
mechanism, outward opening door, external locking mechanism and is available with air spa.


Technical Information:

Capacity: 242 Litres

Dimensions:

Length: 980mm

Width: 660mm

Height: 960mm


When should you consider this model:

When space is limited or a new bathing area is created

When there is insufficient clearance for an outward-opening door

When seated bathing is preferred for added comfort


When should you consider this model:

When space is limited or a new bathing area is created

When seated bathing is preferred for added comfort

When there is sufficient space for an outward-opening door


Technical Information:

Capacity: 173 Litres

Dimensions: 

Length: 950mm

Width: 660mm

Height: 950mm
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The Talis easy access bath is an innovative design developed with
white, black, red walnut and oak panels to suit your decor.
The bath offers the option of an ultra low threshold allowing you easier
access. A rectangular model can be supplied with our without bath 
screen

Features:
Option shower screen available
Choice of panel colours
Battery back up in case of power failure supported by an audible 
alarm
Water sensor ensures the door remains inactive until water has 
passed
below a certain level
Easy twist pop up bath waste or overflow fill (optional)

Dimension:
Length: 1700mm
Width: 750mm
Depth: 583mm

Walk In Baths
Talis

Walnut Oak White Red

Black
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Walk In Baths
Valens

The Valens modern easy access bath gives you the choice to 
upgrade your bathroom to an easy access bath without losing the 
style and finesse that all people want to achieve.

This product has a fully moulded front panel with a detachable plinth 
for access.

This is easy removed due to the development of a magnetic system 
rather than clips and mirror screw fixings.

It is ideal for either bathing or showering.

Dimensions:
Length: 1700mm
Width: 750mm (widest point 945mm)
Depth: 583mm

Features:
Fully formed acrylic bath tub with a separate operating glass door and 
bath screen
Easy twist pop up bath waste or overflow fill (optional)
Battery back up in case of power failure supported by audible alarm
Water sensor ensures the door remains inactive until water has 
passed below a certain level
Soft gel headrest (optional)
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Showering
Electric Showers

iCare Electric Thermostatic Shower

Available in 8.5kw iCare is the world’s first bluetooth 
smart electric shower. With the ability to be activated via 
wireless remote control or iPhone app, it’s packed with 
market-leading features and technical innovations. 

Mira Advance Flex Electric Thermostatic Shower

Available in 9.0kw the Mira Advance Flex comes with 
ultimate safety and usability. So safe and user friendly it’s 
endorsed by the Royal National Institute of the blind.
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Showering
Mixer Showers

Mira Select Flex Thermostatic Mixer Valve

Perfect for the style and safety conscious.

Designed to be amazingly flexible, the Select Flex has 
large, easy to use levers with highly visible graphics for 
great looks and extra safety.

Aqua Acura Thermostatic Mixer Valve

TMV3 approved thermostatic bar shower with safe touch 
technology. The shower has been specifically designed 
and manufactured to meet the market requirements.
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Sanitary Ware
Toilets

Cube Close Coupled Toilet

Including push button cistern

Soft close toilet seat and cover

Fine Close Coupled Toilet

Including push button cistern

Also available in raised height

Soft close toilet seat and cover

Curve S30 Close Coupled Toilet

Including push button cistern

Soft close toilet seat and cover
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Sanitary Ware
WC Units

Black Back to Wall Unit

Including Built In

Push Button Cistern

Ocean Back to Wall Unit

Including Built In

Push Button Cistern

Reef Back to Wall Unit

Including Built In

Push Button Cistern

White Back to Wall Unit

Including Built In

Push Button Cistern
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Sanitary Ware
Wash Basins

Curve S30 Wash Basin with Full Pedestal

Available in 500mm and 600mm Width

One Tap Hole with Overflow

Available with Square or Round Pedestal

Fine S40 Wash Basin with Full Pedestal

Available in 500mm and 600mm Width

One Tap Hole with Overflow

Available with Square or Round Pedestal

Cube S20 Wash Basin with Full Pedestal

Available in 500mm and 600mm Width

One Tap Hole with Overflow

Available with Square or Round Pedestal
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Sanitary Ware
Wash Basins

Fine S40 Wash Basin with Semi Pedestal

Available in 500mm and 600mm Width

One Tap Hole with Overflow

Available with Square or Round Pedestal

Cube S20 Wash Basin with Semi Pedestal

Available in 500mm and 600mm Width

One Tap Hole with Overflow

Available with Square or Round Pedestal

Curve S30 Wash Basin with Semi Pedestal

Available in 500mm and 600mm Width

One Tap Hole with Overflow

Available with Square or Round Pedestal
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Sanitary Ware
Vanity Units

White Vanity Unit

Available in 600mm Width

Soft close doors

6mm Safety glass shelf

Cabinet lighting

Black Vanity Unit

Available in 600mm Width

Soft close doors

6mm Safety glass shelf

Cabinet lighting

Reef Vanity Unit

Available in 600mm Width

Soft close doors

6mm Safety glass shelf

Cabinet lighting

Ocean Vanity Unit

Available in 600mm Width

Soft close doors

6mm Safety glass shelf

Cabinet lighting
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Sanitary Ware
Mirror Cupboards

Ocean Mirror Cupboard

Available in 600mm Width

Soft close doors

6mm Safety glass shelf

Cabinet lighting

Available without Mirrors

Black Mirror Cupboard

Available in 600mm Width

Soft close doors

6mm Safety glass shelf

Cabinet lighting

Available without Mirrors

Reef Mirror Cupboard

Available in 600mm Width

Soft close doors

6mm Safety glass shelf

Cabinet lighting

Available without Mirrors

White Mirror Cupboard

Available in 600mm Width

Soft close doors

6mm Safety glass shelf

Cabinet lighting

Available without Mirrors
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Sanitary Ware
Mirrors

Black Mirror

Available in 500mm and 
600mm Width

LED Lighting

Infra red on/off switch

Ocean Mirror

Available in 500mm and 
600mm Width

LED Lighting

Infra red on/off switch

Reef Mirror

Available in 500mm and 
600mm Width

LED Lighting

Infra red on/off switch

White Mirror

Available in 500mm and 
600mm Width

LED Lighting

Infra red on/off switch
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Sanitary Ware
Brassware

Crystal Bath Filler

Sapphire Bath FillerSapphire Bath Shower MixerSapphire Monoblock

Crystal Bath FillerCrystal Monoblock
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Automatic Toilets

Regal Care Shower Trays

Showering  And Bathing  Solutions For The Less Able 

*PYWLMRK
Press either elbow pad whilst standing for 

GSRZIRXMSREP�¾YWL

;EWLMRK
Press elbow pad whilst seated and hold in 

JSV�ETTVS\MQEXIP]�������WIGSRHW��¾YWLMRK�
and warm water washing then take place 

simultaneously

(V]MRK
Warm air drying automatically follows when 

elbow pad is released

The Clos-o-Mat Palma Vita automatic WC shower toilet provides 

¾YWLMRK��[EWLMRK�ERH�[EVQ�EMV�HV]MRK�JVSQ�SRI�WMQTPI�STIVEXMSR��-X�
is user-friendly for people who have restricted use of their hands. By 

reducing hand contact, it also provides improved hygiene for all users.

*IEXYVIW
��7MQYPXERISYW�¾YWLMRK�ERH�;EWLMRK��E�

unique feature)

��Improved personal hygiene cleaning with 

water not paper

��Can be used at all times as a conventional 

WC

��Combines functions of a WC and bidet 

with addition of drying air

��UK made in a dedicated plant

��Clos-o-Mat’s unique One Touch system 

EPPS[W�XLI�YWIV�XS�FIRI½X�JVSQ�XLI�XSMPIXW�
automatic functions by just pressing and 

releasing the elbow pad

'PSW�S�1EX

*PYWLMRK;EWLMRK(V]MRK

���-RXIVKVEXIH�*SPH�HS[R�
7YTTSVX�%VQW
Robust and secure support arms designed and 

QERYJEGXYVIH�WTIGM½GEPP]�JSV�XLI�'PSW�S�QEX�
Palma Vita. This convenient support system not 

only folds out of the way to aid side transfer 

from a wheelchair, it also has a number of 

additions that can further aid the users stability. 

A lap strap is also available.

���0EXIVEP�&SH]�7YTTSVXW
These easily adjustable and comfortable 

EHHMXMSRW�LIPT�XS�TVSZMHI�I\XVE�WYTTSVX�ERH�
stability to the user, in conjunction with the  

Integrated Fold-down Support Arms.

���7SJX�7IEXW
Options available are Junior,  Adult and Child 

Open Fronted.  All soft seats are supplied in a 

dark blue colour to aid the visually impaired.

���8SYGL�7IRWMXMZI�,ERH�
*SSX�7[MXGL
This device is for users who are unable to use 

the standard elbow pads. ‘Air operated’, no 

electricity is needed to operate it, only very 

light pressure.

1

2
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6
���7LETIH�4PMRXL
Manufactured in shaped white plastic to match 

the Palma Vita contours, plinths are used to 

raise the whole unit for use with a shower 

chair or to aid direct wheelchair transfer. 

Plinths come in heights of 25,50,75 and 100mm.

���)\XIRHIH�(SYGLI�%VQ
Alternative douche arms available, please call 

for details.

Palma Vita

The Clos-O-Mat Palma Vita automatic WC shower toilet provides flushing, washing and warm air 
drying from one simple operation. It is user-friendly for people who have restricted use of their 
hands. By reducing hand contact, it also provides improved hygiene for all users.

Optional Extras


• Integrated Fold-Down Support Arms

• Soft Arm Sleeves

• Lateral Body Supports

• Adult, Junior or Adult Open-Fronted Seats

• Extended Douche Arm

• Purpose Made Raising Plinth

• Touch Sensitive Hand or Foot Switch

• Infrared Remote Control

• Proxy Switch


Features

Simultaneous flushing and washing

Improved personal hygiene cleaning with water, not paper

Can be used at all times as a conventional WC

Combines functions of a WC and bidet with addition of drying air

UK manufactured

Clos-O-Mat’s unique one touch system allows the user to benefit from the toilets 
automatic functions by just pressing and releasing the elbow pad


Regal Care Shower Trays

Showering  And Bathing  Solutions For The Less Able 
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Automatic Toilets

Gentle, Invigorant Shower
The shower arm extends from its protected position and a gentle, oscillating spray of fresh, 

warm water washes thoroughly, before gradually cooling for a refreshing feeling.

Warm and dry
Once washing is complete, the Aquaclean 8000 plus care gently and quietly dries with a flow of 

pleasant warm air.

Drying
Once finished, the retracted shower nozzle is soaked and rinsed with fresh water and 
disinfectant before and after each use, this ensures spotless cleanliness at all times.

Aquaclean 8000 Plus Care

Perfect for those who wish to maintain independence and privacy in the bathroom, the 

Aquaclean 8000 plus care shower toilet by Geberit combines all the functions of a 
conventional WC and bidet with the comfort of warm air drying.


Regal Care Shower Trays

Showering  And Bathing  Solutions For The Less Able 

;EWLMRK (V]MRK 'PIERMRK

+IRXPI��MRZMKSVEXMRK�WLS[IV
8LI�WLS[IV�EVQ�I\XIRHW�JVSQ�MXW�TVSXIGXIH�
position and a gentle, oscillating spray of 
fresh, warm water washes thoroughly, before 
gradually cooling for a refreshing feeling.

;EVQ�ERH�HV]
Once washing is complete, the AquaClean 
8000plus Care gently and quietly dries with a 
¾S[�SJ�TPIEWERX�[EVQ�EMV�

(V]MRK
3RGI�½RMWLIH��XLI�VIXVEGXIH�WLS[IV�RS^^PI�
is soaked and rinsed with fresh water and 
disinfectant before and after each use this 
ensures spotless cleanliness at all times.

Perfect for those who wish to maintain independence and privacy in 
the bathroom, the AquaClean 8000plus Care shower toilet by Geberit 
combines all the functions of a conventional WC and bidet with comfort 
of warm-air drying.

%UYE'PIER�����plus Care

*IEXYVIW
�� With oscillating and pulsating spray mode 

for thorough and gentle cleaning
�� Warm water Lady Shower supplied 

through a separate water feed to eliminate 
the risk of cross contamination

�� (V]IV�JYPP]�I\XIRHEFPI�[MXL�YPXMQEXI�
duration to suit you

�� Adjustable spray arm position to suit 
seating position

�� %MV�TYVM½GEXMSR�XS�RIYXVEPMWI�SHSYVW
�� Disinfected shower nozzle for high 

standard of hygiene
�� Strengthened ergonomic seat ideal for 

side transfer
�� Remote control for individual adjustments
�� Hands-free remote for touchless 

operation
�� Individual temperature adjustment
�� %YXSQEXMG�¾YWL��VIQSXI�¾YWLMRK
�� Seat height adjustable from 405mm-

525mm

The Bio Bidet 1000 brings complete hygiene and dignity to everyone. 
Whether for independent or assisted use, users will welcome the easy to 
use functions and the effectiveness of the cleaning. The control pad can 
IZIR�FI�TPEGIH�SR�XLI�¾SSV�JSV�STIVEXMSR�F]�JSSX�

8LI�&MS�&MHIX������MW�IWTIGMEPP]�FIRI½GMEP�JSV�TISTPI�WYJJIVMRK�JVSQ�
HIPMGEXI�WOMR��LEIQSVVLSMHW��I\GIQE��MRGSRXMRIRGI��GERGIV��QSFMPMX]�
problems, and a host of other situations where paper is simply not 
effective.

&MS�&MHIX������7YTVIQI

*IEXYVIW
�� 7MQTP]�VITPEGIW�]SYV�I\MWXMRK�XSMPIX�WIEX
�� Easy to install (requires approved electrical 

connection)
�� Soft close heated seat and soft close lid
�� Seat sensor detects when the unit is 

occupied, activating the unit
�� 'EVFSR�½PXIV�VIHYGIW�IQFEVVEWWMRK�

odours
�� 9WIV�HI½REFPI�WIXXMRKW�JSV�[EVQXL��NIX�

positions etc

;EWLMRK CSRXVSP

�� ��NIXW�JSV�QEPI�JIQEPI�MRXIRWI�GPIERMRK
�� Nozzle self cleans after every use
�� Pulse function to promote bowel 

movements
�� 0MQIWGEPI�½PXIV�JSV�PSRKIV�PMJI
�� Warm air blower for comfortable and 

effective drying
�� economy settings to save energy

Features

With oscillating and pulsating spray mode for thorough and gentle cleaning


Warm water Lady Shower supplied through a separate water feed to eliminate the risk of cross 
contamination


Dryer fully extendable with ultimate duration to suit you

Adjustable spray arm position to suit seating position


Air purification to neutralise odours

Disinfected shower nozzle for high standard of hygiene


Remote control for individual adjustments

Hands-free remote for touchless operation


Individual temperature adjustment

Automatic flush, remote flushing


Seat height adjustable (405-525mm)


Regal Care Shower Trays

Showering  And Bathing  Solutions For The Less Able 

;EWLMRK (V]MRK 'PIERMRK
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�� %YXSQEXMG�¾YWL��VIQSXI�¾YWLMRK
�� Seat height adjustable from 405mm-

525mm

The Bio Bidet 1000 brings complete hygiene and dignity to everyone. 
Whether for independent or assisted use, users will welcome the easy to 
use functions and the effectiveness of the cleaning. The control pad can 
IZIR�FI�TPEGIH�SR�XLI�¾SSV�JSV�STIVEXMSR�F]�JSSX�

8LI�&MS�&MHIX������MW�IWTIGMEPP]�FIRI½GMEP�JSV�TISTPI�WYJJIVMRK�JVSQ�
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&MS�&MHIX������7YTVIQI

*IEXYVIW
�� 7MQTP]�VITPEGIW�]SYV�I\MWXMRK�XSMPIX�WIEX
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�� 'EVFSR�½PXIV�VIHYGIW�IQFEVVEWWMRK�

odours
�� 9WIV�HI½REFPI�WIXXMRKW�JSV�[EVQXL��NIX�

positions etc

;EWLMRK CSRXVSP

�� ��NIXW�JSV�QEPI�JIQEPI�MRXIRWI�GPIERMRK
�� Nozzle self cleans after every use
�� Pulse function to promote bowel 

movements
�� 0MQIWGEPI�½PXIV�JSV�PSRKIV�PMJI
�� Warm air blower for comfortable and 

effective drying
�� economy settings to save energy

Regal Care Shower Trays

Showering  And Bathing  Solutions For The Less Able 

;EWLMRK (V]MRK 'PIERMRK

+IRXPI��MRZMKSVEXMRK�WLS[IV
8LI�WLS[IV�EVQ�I\XIRHW�JVSQ�MXW�TVSXIGXIH�
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;EVQ�ERH�HV]
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¾S[�SJ�TPIEWERX�[EVQ�EMV�

(V]MRK
3RGI�½RMWLIH��XLI�VIXVEGXIH�WLS[IV�RS^^PI�
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%UYE'PIER�����plus Care

*IEXYVIW
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�� (V]IV�JYPP]�I\XIRHEFPI�[MXL�YPXMQEXI�
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side transfer
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operation
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�� %YXSQEXMG�¾YWL��VIQSXI�¾YWLMRK
�� Seat height adjustable from 405mm-

525mm
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use functions and the effectiveness of the cleaning. The control pad can 
IZIR�FI�TPEGIH�SR�XLI�¾SSV�JSV�STIVEXMSR�F]�JSSX�
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�� Pulse function to promote bowel 

movements
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�� Warm air blower for comfortable and 

effective drying
�� economy settings to save energy
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Shower Wall Panelling

Arctic Flowers

Silver Pearl Snow Shimmer

Natural Stone

Frosty Ice

Sorrento



� �

Anti-Slip Floor Covering

Medium Dark Pure GreyLight Pure Grey Light Beige

Light Green Medium BlueDark Warm Beige



� �

To compliment the complete bathroom solution that Regal Care Bathrooms offer, we 
also have a full range of heating systems to keep your new bathroom warm.

Underfloor heating as well as helping to heat the room, assists in keeping tiled wet 
floor areas dry, which in turn reduces the risk of slipping.

Chrome radiators amongst other accessories also finish the bathroom off as well as 
having somewhere to dry towels quickly after use. Chrome radiators can also heat 
towels before use to provide a warm drying sensation.

Heating



 

� �

Towel drying can cause all sorts of issues for people with limited mobility or sensitive skin. Why dry with 
a towel? When you could enjoy the luxury of a complete head to toe drying sensation. 


The Aprés™ Body Dryer is simple to use and is easily operated by a pressure switch which can be 
conveniently positioned on the floor or the wall.


The Aprés™ Body Dryer provides a unrivalled drying experience, enclosing the user in waves of warm 
air that assist to relax sore joints and sooth skin.


Did you know that using the Aprés™ Body Dryer daily reduces lime scale and mould in your shower?


Using the Aprés™ Body Dryer everyday, you will naturally reduce your laundry, in turn the environment 
will benefit from less contamination of harmful soap detergents to our oceans.


The daily cost to operate the Aprés™ Body Dryer is minute. The Aprés™ Body Dryer is environmentally 
friendly, hygienic and more economical than using a towel.


Apres™ Body Dryer
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Regal Care Bathrooms, Regal House, Hurlston Court, 

Scarisbrick Business Park , Smithy Lane, Scarisbrick, 

Lancashire, L40 8HN


T: 01704 841 266

F: 01704 841 773


www.regalcarebathrooms.co.uk


Read our independent customer reviews and decide for yourself
Google Search “Regal Care Shower Trays Ltd - Scarisbrick Trustmark”

http://www.regalcarebathrooms.co.uk
http://www.regalcarebathrooms.co.uk

